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classic

As we progress into this new century I strongly
suspect that the control of water will be by
electronic solenoids like our dishwashers and
washing machines. Taps will disappear and we will
be left holding remote controls or prodding
steamy screens.
Taps therefore as we know them today may have
existed for only around a century and are
perhaps destined like the horse and carriage to
disappear into the mists of nostalgia.
I have therefore taken on the task of researching
this century of taps and selecting the great
classics from each decade. From their domestic
origins in the late Victorian era through the
mechanical angularity of the Edwardians, the
curvaceous turn of the century French, the
colonial twenties, the Deco thirties, the streamline
fifties, the starry sixties to the nineteen seventies
when it all seemed to begin again.
Each decade has been carefully considered and
researched. I have visited many museums,
countless salvage yards and been unexpectedly
welcomed into castles, cottages and dealers’ dens.
It has mostly been a journey of joy. One develops
a passion for the chase, unearthing sometimes at
great length at other times in an unexpected
instant these forgotten art forms of history.
But what does a true classic mean and how does
a design become a classic. Foremost it stands the
test of time, it is popular, a design which sold well
in its day and continued to be demanded and of
course it worked, it functioned, it did its job.
Beautiful products, beautifully made, beautifully
practical and still beautiful today.
All the taps I chose were still in working order,
maybe in need of some grease or new washers
but functioning even after in some cases a 100
years. These are art forms – sculptures not only
for the eye but also for the hand – they look
right and feel right.
This is of necessity a work in progress, first and
foremost, because as you will see it did not stop
with taps. Today we don’t buy baths we buy
bathrooms so ceramic chinaware, accessories,
lighting, baths and showers had to be added to
complete each period. There are still gaps in some
ranges and new decades will be added as
production allows.
In the meantime I offer the results of my labours
todate – ‘A century of classics’ – the story of
a hundred years of bathrooms. You are currently
holding ‘1900 Classic’ – which is one in a series
of eight brochures.
I sincerely hope some of the pleasure I received
from discovering and developing these products
is transferred as you use these fabulous classics of
the last century.
christo lefroy brooks

Above: LB 1422 Classic Basin
Pillar Taps (1 Pair).

Facing Page Opposite: WL 1220
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
White Levers and Pop-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

lucca 2005
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basin taps
Above: LB 1216 Edwardian
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.
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Right: LB 1230 Classic Tubular
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Click-up Waste. Also available
WL 1230 with White Levers.

Below: WL 1228 Three Hole
Basin Mixer with White Ceramic
Levers, Mackintosh Spout and
Pop-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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bidet

Below: LB 1195 Classic Bidet Monobloc
with Pop-up Waste. Also available
LB 1185 Classic Basin Monobloc
with Pop-up Waste and WL 1185 Basin
Monobloc with White Ceramic Levers.

Above: WL 8030 Classic White Ceramic Lever
Basin Pillar Taps with Long Nose (1 Pair).

Right: WL 1517 Classic Basin Bridge Mixer with
White Ceramic Levers and 91⁄2″ Spout.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

bridge
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connaught handles
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Facing Page Left:
CL 1224 Connaught
Lever Three Hole
Basin Mixer with
Pop-up Waste.

Below: CL 1230
Tubular Connaught
Lever Mixer with
Click-up Waste.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

Above: CH 1224 Connaught
Three Hole Basin Mixer with
Handwheels and Pop-up Waste.
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Left: GD 8704 Exposed
Godolphin Thermostatic
Valve with Riser Kit,
Handset, Lever Diverter,
8” Rose and Adjustable
Riser Pipe Bracket.

Right: GD 8725 Exposed
Dual Control Godolphin
Thermostatic Mixing Valve
with Top Return Bend to
Wall for Concealed
Shower Outlet.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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classic showers
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Below: GD 8711 Concealed
Thermostatic Mixing Valve with
Sliding Rail and Shower Kit
shown with LB 2136 Handset
(Optional choice of Handset to
be ordered separately).
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Below: GD 8800 Archipelago
Thermostatic Shower Mixing
Valve.

archipelago

Above: LB 1771 Eight Jet
Brunswick Adjustable Head
with Shower Arm.

Right: GD 8810 Archipelago
Thermostatic Bath and
Shower Mixing Valve shown
with LB 1774 8″ Rose
(Optional choice of Headset
to be ordered separately).

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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thermostatic

Left: GD 8823 Exposed
Thermostatic Bath and
Shower Valve with Cradle
and Classic Handset.
Available Wall or Deck
Mounted.
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Right: LB 4960 Edwardian
Over Bath Rack with Mirror
shown with LB 8624 Classic
Single Ended Bath.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

b a t h
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Right: LB 1250 Classic Four
Hole Bath Set with Diverter
and Pull-out Hand Shower.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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Top Left: LB 1107 Classic Deck
Mounted Bath Filler.
Top Right: LB 1450 Long Nose
Bath Pillar Taps (1 Pair).
Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.

Above: LB 1152 Classic
Concealed Wall Mounted Bath
Filler.
Above Right: LB 1100 Classic
Deck Mounted Bath Shower
Mixer. Also available LB 1166
for Wall Mounting.
Facing Page Right: LB 1144
Classic Bath Shower Mixer
with Standpipes.
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standpipes

levers

PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHONY PERKINS

Below: WL 1100 Classic Deck Mounted Bath Shower Mixer with White Ceramic Levers.

Lefroy Brooks
manufacture
the range of
flat white Metro
Tiles seen
throughout this
brochure.

Finishes – Silver Nickel, Chrome,
Antique Gold and Satin Nickel.
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all products available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finish

LB 1220

WL 1220

LB 1230

classic three hole

classic white lever three

tubular three

basin mixer

hole basin mixer

hole basin mixer with

with pop-up waste

with pop-up waste

click-up waste

WL 1228

LB 1216

WL 1216

mackintosh white lever

edwardian

edwardian white lever

three hole basin mixer

three hole basin

three hole basin

with pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

mixer with pop-up waste

WL 1224

LB 1212

LB 1422

connaught three hole basin mixer

classic wall mounted

classic basin pillar taps

with white levers and pop-up

three hole basin mixer

waste (also available with

( 1 pair) also available
with white ceramic lever handles

crosshead handles lb 1224 )

LB 1135

WL 8022

WL 8030

classic cloakroom

classic white lever

classic white lever

short nose

basin pillar taps ( 1 pair)

basin pillar taps with

pillar taps ( 1 pair)

long nose ( 1 pair)

WL 1230

WL 9007

WL 1518

tubular white lever three

classic basin bridge mixer

classic wall basin bridge mixer with

hole basin mixer

with white levers and 6.5″ spout

white levers and 9.5″ spout

with click-up waste

(also available wall mounted wl 9008 )

(also available deck mounted wl 1517 )
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LB 1185

WL 1195

LB 1189

classic basin monobloc

classic bidet monobloc with

connaught basin monobloc

with pop-up waste

white levers and pop-up waste

with classic hand wheels

(also available with white levers wl 1185)

(also available with cross handles lb 1195 )

and pop-up waste

LB 1199

WL 1461

LB 1107

connaught bidet monobloc

classic bidet three hole with white

classic deck mounted

with classic hand wheels

levers, ascending spray and pop-up waste

bath filler (also available

and pop-up waste

(also available with cross handles lb 1461)

as wall mounted lb 1151 )

WL 1151

LB 1450

WL 1152

classic white lever wall

classic long nose

classic white lever concealed

mounted bath filler (also

bath pillar taps ( 1 pair)

wall bath filler (also available

available as deck mounted wl 1107 )

with cross handles lb 1152 )

WL 1100

classic deck mounted bath
shower mixer with white levers
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WL 1166

LB 1144

WL 1144

classic wall mounted

classic bath shower mixer with

classic white lever bath shower

bath shower

standpipes (also available lb 1145

mixer with standpipes (also

mixer with white ceramic

with adjustable standpipes for

available wl 1145 adjustable

levers

mounting under bath rim)

for mounting under bath rim)

LB 1154

WL 1250

LB 1250

classic bath pillar

classic white lever

classic four hole bath

taps ( 1 pair)

four hole bath set with diverter

set with diverter

and pull-out shower

and pull-out shower

WL 8054

LB 1280

WL 1232

classic white lever

hampton five hole bath set with

hampton three hole basin mixer with

bath pillar taps

diverter and pull-out hand shower

white levers and pop-up waste

( 1 pair)

(also available with lever handles wl 1280)

(also available with cross handles lb 1232)

LB 2189

LB 1100

LB 1166

classic bibcock globe

classic deck mounted bath

classic wall mounted

taps ( 1 pair)

shower mixer

bath shower mixer

LB 1745

LB 1701

WL 1701

classic deck mounted bath

classic bath shower mixer

classic white lever bath shower

shower mixer

with riser kit, lever diverter,

mixer with riser kit, lever diverter,

(also available wall mounted lb 1705 )

(also available lb 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

(also available wl 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

with riser and 8 ″ rose

hand shower and 8 ″ rose

hand shower and 8 ″ rose
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GD 8700

GD 8725

GD 8706

exposed dual control

exposed dual control godolphin

concealed godolphin

godolphin thermostatic

thermostatic mixing valve with top

thermostatic mixing

mixing valve

return bend to wall for shower outlet

shower valve

GD 8705

GD 8823

GD 8712

exposed godolphin thermostatic valve

exposed thermostatic bath

concealed godolphin

with cradle, sliding rail and classic

and shower valve with cradle

thermostatic mixing valve with

handset (also available gd 8720 with

and classic handset (available

classic handset and shower kit

out cradle and with optional handset)

wall or deck mounted)

(order headset separately)

GD 8711

GD 8800

GD 8801

concealed thermostatic

archipelago thermostatic

archipelago thermostatic

mixing valve with sliding rail

mixing shower valve

and shower kit

valve and flow control
(order headset separately)

(order handset separately)

GD 8701

GD 8703

GD 8824

exposed godolphin thermostatic

exposed godolphin thermostatic valve

exposed thermostatic bath and mixing

and adjustable riser pipe bracket

5 ″ rose and adjustable riser pipe bracket

valve with riser, 5 ″ apron rose

(also available gd 8702 with 8 ″ rose)
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with riser kit, handset, lever diverter,
(also available gd 8704 with 8 ″ rose)

valve, riser kit, handset, lever diverter,

5 ″ rose and adjustable riser pipe bracket

(also available gd 8825 with 8 ″ rose)

GD 8715

GD 8714

GD 8713

concealed godolphin thermostatic

concealed godolphin thermostatic

concealed godolphin thermostatic

mixing valve with four body jets

mixing valve with

mixing valve with four body jets

and sliding rail

four body jets and sliding rail

and classic handset

(order handset separately)

(order headset and handset separately)

(order headset separately)

GD 8804

GD 8802

GD 8803

archipelago thermostatic mixing valve,

archipelago thermostatic valve, flow

archipelago thermostatic

flow controls, sliding rail and shower

control, sliding rail and shower kit

mixing valve, flow controls,

kit (order head & handset separately)

(order handset separately)

classic handset and shower kit
(order headset separately)

also available gd 8805 with body jets

WL 5001

LB 1702

LB 1742

bath flow contol valve

edwardian riser soap

body jet set

(also available wl 5002 for jets,

dish

( 1 pair)

wl 5003 for head and
wl 5004 for hand)

GD 8821

GD 8822

exposed thermostatic bath shower

exposed thermostatic bath shower

exposed thermostatic valve with 5″ rose,

adjustable riser pipe bracket

adjustable riser pipe bracket

riser bracket (order handset separately)

(available wall or deck mounted)

(available wall or deck mounted)

mixer with riser kit, 5 ″ rose and

mixer with riser kit, 8 ″ rose and

GD 8723

wall bracket, diverter and adjustable
also available gd 8724 with 8″ rose
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classic porcelain handled 2.5 ″ rose

LB 2136

LB 2137

LB 2138

carlton 3 -function hydro

dbx- 3 function hydro

handset (also available lb 2141 ‘hotel’

turbo hand shower

turbo hand shower

handset with impact resistant handle)

LB 1772

classic 5 ″ rose with short arm (330 mm)
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LB 1774

classic 8 ″ rose with short arm ( 330 mm)

LB 1776

dbx 3 -function hydro turbo

suitable for cubicle showers

suitable for cubicle showers

massage shower head

(order lb 1773 with 490 mm arm for

(order lb 1775 with 490 mm arm

with 165 mm shower arm

bath showers)

for bath showers)

LB 1777

LB 1779

LB 1771

green clean anti limescale

six jet brunswick adjustable

eight jet brunswick adjustable

shower head with

head with 170 mm

head with 170 mm

165 mm shower arm

shower arm

shower arm

GD 8810

GD 8811

GD 8812

archipelago thermostatic bath

archipelago thermostatic bath

archipelago thermostatic bath

and shower mixing valve

and shower valve with sliding rail

and shower valve with

(optional headset to be

and shower kit (optional handset

classic handset

ordered separately)

to be ordered separately)

(order headset separately)

LB 1517

LB 1518

WL 1550

classic deck mounted kitchen

classic wall mounted kitchen

white ceramic lever

bridge mixer

bridge mixer

kitchen monobloc
mixer

WL 1517

WL 1518

LB 1507

classic deck mounted kitchen bridge

classic wall mounted kitchen

classic kitchen

mixer with white ceramic levers

bridge mixer with ceramic levers

monobloc mixer

LB 1560

WL 1560

WL 1590

classic three

classic three hole kitchen

white ceramic lever kitchen

hole kitchen mixer

mixer with white

bibcock and pillars ( 1 pair)

ceramic levers

(also available with handwheels lb 1590)

GD 8830

GD 8831

GD 8832

concealed thermostatic shower

concealed thermostatic shower

concealed thermostatic bath and

valve with manual bath fill

valve with manual bath fill

shower valve with classic handset

(optional headset to be ordered

and sliding rail

(optional headset to be ordered

separately)

(order handset separately)

separately)
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CH 1224

CH 1216

CH 1220

connaught three hole basin

edwardian three hole basin

classic three hole basin

mixer with handwheels and

mixer with connaught

mixer with connaught handwheels

pop-up waste

handwheels and pop-up waste

and pop-up waste

CH 1232

CH 1212

CH 8022

hampton three hole basin

classic wall mounted

connaught basin

mixer with connaught handwheels

three hole basin mixer with

pillar taps

and pop-up waste

connaught handwheels

( 1 pair)

CH 8030

CH 1189

CH 1199

connaught long nose

connaught basin monobloc

connaught bidet monobloc

basin pillar taps

with pop-up waste

with pop-up waste

( 1 pair)

CH 1100

connaught deck mounted bath
shower mixer

CH 1166

CH 1144

CH 1145

connaught wall mounted

connaught bath shower mixer

connaught bath shower

bath shower mixer (also available

with standpipes (also available

mixer with standpipe sleeves and

che 1166 european version with

with extended legs lb 2119 )

adjustable baseplates for

eccentric wall fittings)
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rim mounting

CHS 1189

CH 1461

CH 1107

connaught basin monobloc with stay,

connaught three hole bidet with

connaught deck mounted

chain and waste kit (also available

ascending spray and pop-up waste

bath filler

chs 1199 bidet monobloc with chain)

(also available ch 1462 european rim fill
version with pop-up waste)

CH 1151

CH 1280

CH 1250

connaught wall mounted bath filler

connaught five hole bath set

connaught four hole bath

(also available che 1151 european

with diverter, pull-out hand shower

set with diverter and pull-out

version with eccentric wall fittings)

and hampton spout

hand shower

CH 8054

CH 1152

CH 1560

connaught bath pillar

connaught concealed wall

connaught kitchen three

taps ( 1 pair)

bath filler

hole mixer

CH 1517

CH 1518

connaught kitchen bridge mixer

connaught kitchen bridge mixer

deck mounted

wall mounted

CH 1701

CH 1507

CH 1590

connaught bath shower mixer with

connaught kitchen monobloc

connaught kitchen

riser kit, lever diverter, hand

mixer (dual flow)

bibcock and pillar taps

shower and 8 ″ rose (also available
ch 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

( 1 pair)
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CL 1224

CL 1230

CL 1220

connaught lever three hole

tubular connaught

classic three hole basin

basin mixer

lever mixer with click-up waste

mixer with connaught levers

with pop-up waste

and pop-up waste

CL 1232

CL 9007

CL 8022

hampton three hole basin

classic basin bridge

connaught lever basin

mixer with connaught levers

mixer with connaught levers

pillar taps

and pop-up waste

( 6 1/ 2 ″ spout)

( 1 pair)

CL 8030

CL 1461

CL 1462

connaught lever long nose

connaught lever three hole

connaught lever two hole

basin pillar taps

bidet tap with ascending spray

bidet tap with rim fill

( 1 pair)

(european version)

CL 1100

connaught lever deck mounted
bath shower mixer
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CL 1166

CL 1144

CL 1145

connaught lever wall mounted

connaught lever bath shower

connaught bath shower

bath shower mixer (also available

mixer with standpipes

mixer with standpipe sleeves and

cle 1166 european version with

(also available

adjustable baseplates for

eccentric wall fittings)

with extended legs lb 2119 )

rim mounting

CL 1107

CL 1151

CL 8054

connaught lever deck

connaught lever wall mounted bath

connaught lever bath

mounted bath filler

filler (also available cle 1151 european

pillar taps

version with eccentric fittings)

( 1 pair)

CL 1250

CL 1280

CL 1517

connaught lever four

connaught lever five hole bath

connaught lever

hole bath set with

set with diverter, pull-out hand shower

deck mounted kitchen

diverter and pull-out shower

and hampton spout

bridge mixer

CL 1518

CL 1560

CL 1590

connaught lever

three hole kitchen mixer

connaught kitchen bibcock

wall mounted kitchen

with connaught

and pillars

bridge mixer

levers

( 1 pair)

LB 4960

LB 7203

+ LB 7204

edwardian over bath rack with mirror

ceramic basin with pedestal (the full

(the full range of classic accessories

range of lefroy brooks sanitaryware

is available in a separate brochure)

is available in a separate brochure)

CL 1701

LB 8622

LB 3202

connaught lever bath shower mixer

classic double ended bath with

classic ball jointed cast iron radiator

recessed tap ledge

(the full range of lefroy brooks

with riser kit, lever diverter, hand
shower and 8 ″ rose (also available
cl 1700 with 5 ″ rose)

(the full range of lefroy brooks baths

towel warmers and radiators

is available in a separate brochure)

is available in a separate brochure)

all products available in silver nickel, chrome, antique gold or satin nickel finish
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